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Our vision is to enable humanity to
begin new civilizations in space. We
believe the first step in achieving our
vision is to build a platform in space
that will enable new discoveries to
benefit life on Earth.
Since Earth’s beginnings 4.5 billion
years ago, life as we understand it
and all of humanity, has called our
beautiful blue planet home. We
have sent brave explorers to as far
away as 248,655 miles from Earth,
sent probes to planets and moons,
and deep into space, and have built
space-based observatories with
the purpose to see back in time to
the earliest days of the universe’s
formation. These have informed our
understanding of our larger world,
and Sierra Space has been a huge
contributor to this knowledge base
with 14 missions to Mars, six planets,
the Sun, asteroids and comets.

But for all that we have explored and
for all that we have learned, fewer than
600 people have reached Earth’s orbit
and only 12 have walked on the surface
of the Moon. And, today there are fewer
than 15 people, out of 7.9 billion, living
and working in space.
Sierra Space is going to change that.
We envision a future where humanity
lives and works in space, on moons,
and on distant planets. People are
married, children are born, families are
raised, businesses are built, and new
civilizations thrive.
Our mission isn’t restricted to the few,
nor solely to governments, instead we
see a future where all people can choose
to live, work, discover, and explore
beyond our planet.
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DREAM CHASER®
Sierra Space’s Dream Chaser® spaceplane is a multi-mission space
utility vehicle design to transport crew and cargo to low-Earth orbit
(LEO) destinations such as the International Space Station (ISS).
Dream Chaser was selected by NASA to provide cargo delivery and
return services for ISS. The Dream Chaser TenacityTM spaceplane
will be the first orbital vehicle in our Dream Chaser fleet.
Key Features:
• The only commercial runway capable spaceplane
• 15+ Missions – highly reusable
• 6+ Tons cargo capacity
• 1.5G force upon re-entry
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LIFETM HABITAT
Sierra Space’s LIFE™ Habitat (Large Integrated Flexible Environment)
launches on a conventional rocket and inflates on-orbit to a large
structure that is three stories tall, and 27 feet in diameter. It can
comfortably sleep four astronauts, with additional room for science
experiments, exercise equipment, a medical center and Sierra
Space’s Astro Garden® system, which can grow fresh produce for
astronauts on long-duration space missions.
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Key Features:
• Significant volume, power & data to support
long-duration human habitation
• Flexible launch options; compatible
with commercial launch vehicles
• Applications in low-Earth orbit, Mars
transport and Lunar/Mars surface habitation
• Specifically designed and developed
by Sierra Space and its partners
• Developed and tested to meet NASA
micrometeoroid impact requirements
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APPLICATIONS
Sierra Space is an industry leader in precision space
mechanisms and complex spacecraft subsystems.
Our engineers are experts in precision motion control,
low-shock separation and passive thermal control
technologies. Customers leverage our extensive flight
heritage, engineering capabilities and broad portfolio of
qualified products to create programs that are low risk.
Our large manufacturing and state-of-the-art testing
facilities allow us to deliver products on time and with
confidence. Some of our verification capabilities include:
vibration, thermal-vacuum, large area pulsed solar
simulation, shock, radio frequency (RF), stiffness, motor/
actuator speed-torque-accuracy, line-of-sight micromotion jitter testing and functional testing.
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The latest Sierra Space digital assets
can be accessed via our website
WWW.SIERRASPACE.COM
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